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Season 5, Episode 1
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Week One (S5)



Jesse Palmer looks for his Mrs. Right in the two hour season premiere....

1st we get a sneak peak at the upcoming season which promises to be full of catty women who will stop at nothing to win Jesse's heart. We see the upcoming events that include some fights, tons of gossip, and more. There even is a potential stalker who wants revenge when she is eliminated.

Then it's on to the women who are packing to leave.  This also includes the new twist this season which is The Spy.  This woman is Jesse's best friend's wife who is like a sister to him. She will be watching and analyzing all the bachelorettes and then report back to Jesse. She's extremely nervous before she leaves that she won't be able to convince the other 24 women that she's just like them.

Next Jesse arrives to meet Chris and see his new Bachelor pad.    They talk for a few minutes and then the women arrive!    Another twist is revealed when Chris gives Jesse a 1st impression rose to give to the woman who made the best 1st
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